FRANK . ARMCHAIR

PRODUCT FEATURES
Frame in solid wood.
Foam in 100% PU with BS standard fire specifications.
Foam in American Standard CAL 117 for the USA.
Fire retardant interlining is available on request.
Handmade in Porto.

AS PICTURED
UPHOLSTERY: Bouclé Wool, ref. Sugar, BW02

PRODUCT OPTIONS
UPHOLSTERY
Available in all Munna fabrics except Wild Silk. Available in client’s own material.

CLIENT’S OWN MATERIAL (COM) REQUIREMENTS
FABRIC
6,5 mts | 256”
Based on plain fabric, standard width 1,40 mts | 55”

LEATHER
100 square feet

TECHNICAL DETAILS
VOLUME
1,02 m3 | 36 cubic feet (packed)

WEIGHT
39 kg | 86 lbs
50 kg | 110lbs [packed in reinforced cartoon case]

DIMENSIONS
W: 105 cm | 41,3”
D: 90 cm | 35,4”
H: 79 cm | 31,1”
SH: 43 cm | 16,9”
AH: 58 cm | 22,8”
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